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Overview
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• Background
• What does the new Buy American Build America statute change?
• OMB Definition of Construction Materials
• FAA progress in compliance and developing forms
• Q & A



Background: Existing Statutes and Executive Orders
• 49 U.S.C. § 50101

– Requires use of 100% domestic steel and manufactured goods; 4 waivers 
provided

• Section 167 of the FAA Reauthorization of 2018
– Waivers to be made available on FAA website, including justification and 

informal public notice and comment opportunity. Annual report to Congress 

• Executive Order 14005 (1/25/2021)
– Policy: “maximize the use of goods, products, and materials produced in the U.S. 
– Revoked EO 13788 and EO 13858. Creates “Made in America” office in OMB. 

Centralizes waiver review, requires advance OMB determination and reports
– Section 6 preserved “the authority granted by law to an executive 

department or agency, or the head thereof.”
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Consultation with Manufacturing Extension Partnership

• Before granting a use of non-domestic 
project/products waiver, consultation with NIST/ 
Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP)  
required. § 70916(c)
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Section 50101(b)(1)-(4) FAA waivers:

1. Public interest;
2. Insufficient quantity or quality of domestic steel or manufactured 

goods;
3. When the cost of components and subcomponents produced in the 

U.S. is more than 60 percent of the cost of all components of the 
facility or equipment procured and final assembly of the facility or 
equipment has occurred in the U.S.; or

4. Including domestic material increases cost of project by more than 25 
percent
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• Preserves FAA’s requirements under § 50101
– Section 70917(a): new preferences only apply “to the extent” there are no 

existing preferences for iron, steel, manufactured products or construction 
materials. 

• 60% domestic content still required for type 3 waivers.
• Construction materials. 60% requirement applies, if it is a 

manufactured good or used in AIP funded facility or equipment.
• Notification period. 10 days public notice of waiver required under 

FAA 2018 Reauthorization Act; 15 days under BABA. 
• Reporting, but now have report non-domestic origin.

What Does Not Change



BABA - What Changes
• Strengthens domestic place of manufacture requirement to require 

at least 55% of cost of all components to occur in U.S. § 70912(6).
• Waivers of general applicability- reviewed every 5 years. § 70914(d)

– FAA Nationwide Waivers

• Reporting. The foreign country of origin must be identified.
• Justification: All waivers to be justified and posted on agency website 

within 15 days (FAA= 10). § 70914(c)
• OMB Guidance. § 70915

– Construction material standards guidance, § 70915(b)
– “If the cement, cementitious material, or aggregate has been manufactured, it 

should be categorized as a manufactured product.” 
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BABA - What Changes: Iron and Construction Materials

• New preferences apply to all iron, steel, manufactured products and 
construction materials. Apply to all federal agencies.

– For FAA, adds iron and “defines construction materials § 70914(a)
– “construction materials” includes an article, material, or supply— other than an 

item of primarily iron or steel; a manufactured product; cement and cementitious 
materials; aggregates such as stone, sand, or gravel; or aggregate binding agents 
or additives— that is or consists primarily of:

– non-ferrous metals;
– plastic and polymer-based products (including polyvinylchloride, composite 

building materials, and polymers used in fiber optic cables);
– • glass (including optic glass); lumber; or drywall
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Clarification on “Construction Materials”
• To provide clarity to item, product, and material manufacturers and processers, 

we note that items that consist of two or more of the listed materials that have 
been combined together through a manufacturing process, and items that 
include at least one of the listed materials combined with a material that is not 
listed through a manufacturing process, should be treated as manufactured 
products, rather than as construction materials. 

• For example, a plastic framed sliding window should be treated as a 
manufactured product while plate glass should be treated as a construction 
material. 
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BABA’s new construction material preference
• BABA’s new “construction material” preference largely subsumed 

under § 50101(b)(3), preserved by § 70912(6)(b).
• Under FAA’s § 50101(b)(3) type 3 waiver, the cost of all components 

and subcomponents used to construct a AIP funded “facility or 
equipment” is required to be more than 60%. 
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“Construction materials”- OMB’s guidance
• “Construction materials” means an article, material, or supply - other than an 

item of primarily iron or steel, considered a manufactured product, or includes 
cement and cementitious materials, aggregates such as stone, sand, or gravel, or 
aggregate binding agents or additives - that consists of primarily:

– non-ferrous metals;
– plastic and polymer-based products (including polyvinylchloride, composite building 

materials, and polymers used in fiber optic cables);
• (also a manufactured good?)

– glass (including optic glass);
– lumber; or
– drywall 

• (also a manufactured good?)

• Can something be a construction material and a manufactured product?
– The distinction matters to FAA, as 60% type waiver may apply.
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Manufactured Products Preference 

• Section 70912(6) strengthens the “produced in the U.S.” requirement 
to require all processes to occur in the U.S.

– The “manufactured product” must be manufactured in the United States and 
– The cost of the components of the manufactured product that are mined, 

produced, or manufactured in the United States must be greater than 55% (60% 
for FAA) of the total cost of all components of the product. 

– Applies to all components and subcomponents of the manufactured product.
– FAA’s stricter 60% standard for AIP funded facilities and equipment under             

§ 50101(b)(3) is preserved by § 70912(6)(b). 
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Nationwide Waivers Review required

• FAA issues nationwide waivers for certain specialty market 
equipment, etc., publishes list.

• Under § 70914(d), “general applicability waivers … shall be reviewed 
every 5 years after the date on which the waiver is issued.”

• Fed. Reg. notice to be published, public comments received and 
considered

• Review of existing waivers limited only to those issued within 180 
days of enactment. Forward looking.  
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Updated Federal Contract Provisions
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• Expands sources to include Title 49 USC § 50101, 
Executive Order 14005, and BABA

• Description of the applicability of the Statute to 
eligible projects.

• Required documentation for waivers
• Proprietary Confidentiality
• Timing of Requests

• 15 days of determination of responsive bidder
• Certification of Compliance
• Notice of Determination requirements



3 Minimum Requirements To Issuing Waivers

5/11/2021 FAA Buy American Preference: 
Frequently Asked Questions
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1. Time Limited

A. Project Specific
• Expires at the 

end of the 
project.

B. Nationwide 
• Five years for 

waivers with 
Nationwide 
scope.

2. Targeted

A. Eligible 
projects
1) Construction

1) Equipment 
and Buildings

3. Conditional

A. Issued with 
applicable 
grant 
conditions 
and 
agreements.



Projects to Waiver Process
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• Product Content Percentage 
Worksheet (PCPW) or 

• Construction Project 
Content Percentage 
Worksheet (CPCPW) and

• Final Assembly 
Questionnaire (FAQ)

*Visit AIP Buy American Preference 
Requirements Webpage



Project to Required Form Crosswalk
• Informs FAA personnel of required applicant forms

– Location the Eligible AIP Project/Product
– On the same row – find the correct forms
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Column A 
Eligible AIP Project/Product

Column B
Required FAA Buy American 

Preference Form

Column C 
Required FAA Buy American 

Preference Form

Access Road Rehabilitation
Construction Project Content 
Percentage Worksheet (FAA 
Form 143)

Final Assembly Questionnaire 
(FAA Form 137)

Airfield Guidance Sign 
Replacement

Equipment/Building Content 
Percentage Worksheet (FAA Form 
136)

Final Assembly Questionnaire 
(FAA Form 137)



The Principle of Waiver Determination
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Applying for a Construction Project Waiver

• Construction Projects
– Examples: Roads, Runways, Taxiways, etc. 
– Minimum - 2 Required Forms

• Construction Project Content Percentage Worksheet
– Applicant Information
– Project Information
– FAA Buy American Preference/BABA Compliance
– Non-domestic Justifications
– Bill of 

• Final Assembly Questionnaire
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The Equipment/Building Content Percentage Worksheet

• Equipment/Building Projects
– Examples: Terminals, SRE, . 
– Minimum - 2 Required Forms

• Construction Project Content Percentage Worksheet
– Applicant Information
– Project Information
– FAA Buy American Preference/BABA Compliance
– Non-domestic Justifications
– Bill of 

• Final Assembly Questionnaire
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Reviewing the Content Percentage 
Worksheet
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Reviewing a Content Percentage Worksheet

• 2 Parts
1. Bill of Materials

• Level 0, 1, and 2 only 
• Components and Subcomponents

2. Material Costs
• Exclude Labor
• Not exempt from Buy American
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Review of the Materials
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Review of the Material Costs
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Construction Project Content Percentage Worksheet 
Level

(0, 1, 2)
Part

Number Item Description
QuantityPer

Unit
Unit of

Measure
Price/Unit
of Measure

US Origin
Price/Unit
of Measure

US Origin
Cost/Each

Other
Price/Unit

of Measure

Other
Cost/Each

Country of 
Non U.S. 
Materials

Enter the 
material 

level 

Enter the 
reference 

number used to 
track the item

Enter a concise but clear 
description of the item

Enter the quantity of the 
item described in the 

product/project. 

Enter the unit 
of measure 
used for the 

item

Enter the price for 
each unit of the 

item

Enter the price of 
the for each unit 

of U.S. origin

Enter the total 
cost 

Enter the price of 
the for each unit 
not of U.S. origin

Enter the total 
cost of the item 

not of U.S. origin

Enter the 
country(s) of 

origin for all non-
U.S. materials. 
Use Unknown if 
as necessary.

0 TBDex1 Terminal Building 
Expansion 1 Each $420,000 $375,000 $375,000 $45,000 $45,000

Canada, 
Australia, 
Finland

1 Ste 0001 Structural Steel 1 Each $120,000 $120,000 $120,000 $ $ Not 
Applicable

1 Win 0001 Windows 1 Each $100,000 $100,000 $100,000 $0 $0 Not 
Applicable

1 Breezy 
6000 HVAC 1 Each $25,000 $25,000 $25,000 $0 $0 Not 

Applicable

1 Cab 3000 Elevator 1 Each $100,000 $60,000 $60,000 $40,000 $40,000 Australia

2 RFEx1-C1 Roofing 1 Each $25,000 $20,000 $20,000 $5,000 $5,000 Finland

1 FLO100 Flooring 1 Each $50,000 $50,000 $50,000 $0 $0 Not 
Applicable
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The Waiver Profile
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 4 Sections
I. Applicant Information

I. Applicant Type (Prime, Manufacturer, Supplier)
II. Construction or Equipment/Building Project 

Information
I. Project Identifiers; LOCID, Award #, Material 

Costs Summary
III. FAA Buy American Preference/BABA Compliance 

Section
I. Steel, Iron
II. Construction Materials

IV. Project Material Structure



Justification for Using Non-Domestic Materials/Products

• Request Incorporated within FAA Forms 136 and 143
• Please provide a description of your efforts to locate and 

secure a domestic source for those materials that are not 
100% produced in the U.S., including use of the 
Manufacturing Extension Partnership (MEP) and market 
research. 
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Final Assembly Manufacturing Illustration
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Completing the Final Assembly Questionnaire

 Enter the Company Name, Date, FAA Eligible Project, FAA Item Number (if 
applicable) street address, city, state, zip code of the final assembly location. 
Enter FAA Award Number.  

 Provide a narrative describing the actions to manufacture the component & 
subcomponent materials listed on the content percentage worksheet into the 
final product, including quality control testing so that the FAA may determine if 
materials and components were substantially transformed into the final product 
within the United States.

 Enter the # hours necessary to complete the final assembly manufacturing 
process to Level 0.
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Completing the Final Assembly Questionnaire (Cont.)

 Enter the equipment used during the manufacture and substantial 
transformation of materials into the final product. 

 Enter the total amount, including labor costs, to complete the 
transformation of the materials into to the final FAA approved 
product/project. 

 Apply signature and print name. 
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Reviewing a Final Assembly Questionnaire
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• The answers provided on the questionnaire at minimum 
must make clear that: 
1. Manufacturing processes involved in components and 

subcomponents (seemingly the final stages of manufacturing) occur, 
including quality control testing, using the materials listed on the 
accompanying worksheet. 

2. Manufacturing has taken place within the United States. 



Reviewing a Final Assembly Questionnaire (Cont.)

3. Manufacturing has taken place with the use with 
skilled workers in America.

4. The cost of the manufacturing reflects the use of 
skilled American labor.
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Writing the Approval Letter
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• Informs the parties: 
• Airport Sponsor
• Prime Contractor (Offer/Bidder) 
• Third Party Supplier

• States that the bidder’s project meets 
FAAs Buy American Preference. 

• Does not provide proprietary 
information. 



Notice of Determination Process

• Required Attachments
1. Procurement Certification
2. Content Percentage Worksheet
3. Final Assembly Questionnaire
4. FAA Approval Letter 

• Fill the New Waiver Form
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FAA Buy American Waiver Process
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FAA Resources

• Courtesy Reviews with HQ
• Buy American Preference Fact Sheet
• BABA Implementation Fact Sheet
• Updated downloads from FAA Webpage
• Subscription to FAA Waivers Webpage
• Presentations/Meetings/ Etc. 
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Resources - Buy American Fact Sheets
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Project to Waiver Form Crosswalk
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Questions

39
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